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Abstract. Dioid based model refinement is an abstract framework for
optimality problems on labelled graphs such as the shortest path problem
or the maximum capacity problem. Here we show to facts in this area.
First, we show the refineability of models with a binary set of edge labels
via a language theoretic approach. Second, we show the compatibility of
linear fixpoint equations with bisimulations. These equations can be used
in an algebraic setting of a certain class of optimality problems. Since
bisimulations can simplify the complexity of models they can also reduce
the complexity of certain optimality problems.

1 Introduction

In practice one is often confronted with systems containing a large, even infi-
nite number of states and/or transitions, e.g. in control theory, model checking
(cf. [1]), automata theory (cf.[8] and [9]) and other cases. If the task is to ensure
a certain property (optimality, safety, liveness) by refining the given system or
model, i.e. removing (in practice preventing) transitions, this task can appear to
be difficult to solve for the large system. One possible strategy is to reduce the
original system into a smaller one using a suitable bisimulation, then to apply a
known algorithm to that system, such that a refined subsystem of it fulfils the
demanded property, and in a last step to expand that system into a subsystem of
the original one. Of course this strategy will not work in all cases. To make sense,
the reduction by bisimulation has to decrease the number of states/transitions
in a significant way, an algorithm for computing a refined system with the re-
quired property has to be known, and the desired property has to be invariant
in a certain sense with respect to the chosen bisimulation.

As new material in this paper we show the refineability of a special class of
optimisation problems (the second step in the above strategy sketch), which will
be done via an excursion in language theory. As second new theme we show that
linear fixpoint equations over dioids are compatible with suitable bisimulations.
In particular, this holds also for the computation of least fixpoints, which can
serve to reason about optimal costs in models.

In Section 2 basic definitions concerning models and dioids are given. The
announced excursion into language theory takes place in Section 3, and its re-
sults are applied to model refinement in Section 4. After some basic facts about



bisimulations are recapitulated in Section 5 Section 6 deals with fixpoints of
linear equations and their compatibility with bisimulations.

2 Definition of Dioids and Target Models

For the readers convinience we recapitulate some definition and results from [3].

Definition 2.1. A complete dioid is a structure (D,
∑

, 0, ·, 1) such that (D,⊑)
is a complete lattice with supremum operator Σ and least element 0, where ⊑
is defined by x ⊑ y ⇔ Σ{x, y} = y, (D, ·, 1) is a monoid and · distributes over
Σ from both sides. ⊑ is called the order of the complete dioid.

We denote the binary supremum operation by + and often omit the ·, so
x + y stands for

∑
x, y and ab for a · b. A complete dioid is called selective or

shortly an s-dioid if (
∑

a∈A

a) ∈ A holds for every nonempty finite set A ⊆ D. A

dioid with the property a ⊑ 1 for all a ∈ D is called cumulative. This property
is equivalent to ab ⊑ a and ba ⊑ a for all a, b ∈ D. Moreover, a complete dioid
is cumulative iff the implications a ⊑ b ⇒ ac ⊑ b and a ⊑ b ⇒ ca ⊑ b hold. For
further properties we refer the reader to [5] and [3].

Definition 2.2. A model is a pair M = (G, g), where G = (V,E) is a directed
graph with node set V and edge set E, and g : E → D is a mapping from the
edge set E into the carrier set D of an s-dioid (D,

∑
, 0, ·, 1). A target model is

a pair MT = (M,T ), where M = ((V,E), g) is a model, and T ⊆ V is the so
called target set, where from every v ∈ V some node t ∈ T is reachable, and no
node t ∈ T has an outgoing edge. A model is called finite iff the associated graph
is finite.

This definition serves to build an abstract theory of a class optimality prob-
lems concerning walks from every node to a node from the target set. The op-
timisation goal can be e.g. to minimise the length of a walk or to maximise its
capacity. For this purpose we give the next definition:

Definition 2.3. Let M = (G, g) with G = (V,E) be a model and (D,Σ, 0, ·, 1)
the associated s-dioid. Then for a walk w = x1x2 . . . xn in G the cost c(w) of w

is defined by c(w) =
n−1∏

i=1

g(xi, xi+1). For two nodes x and y the distance d(x, y)

of x and y is defined by d(x, y) =
∑

w∈W (x,y)

c(w), where W (x, y) denotes the set of

all walks in G from x to y. In a target model MT = (M,T ) the target distance
d(x) of a node x is defined as d(x) =

∑

t∈T

d(x, t), where d(x, t) is determined

as above in the associated model M . A walk x1x2 . . . xn is called optimal if
c(x1x2 . . . xn) = d(x1, xn).

If one is interested in the investigation of shortest walks one will chose the
s-dioid (IR+

0 ∪{∞}, inf,∞,+, 0) as codomain of g. The goal, given a target model



M = (((V,E), g), T ), is to construct an optimal submodel, i.e. a target model
M ′ = (((V ′, E′), g′), T ′) with V ′ = V , E′ ⊆ E, g′ = g|E′ and T ′ = T , which
garanties optimality. This means that for every walk w in G′ = (V ′, E′) from an
arbitrary node x ∈ V ′ leads to a node t ∈ T ′, and the cost of w equals the target
distance d(x) in M . If a model has an optimal submodel it is called refinable. Not
every model is refinable, consider for example the problem of finding shortest
walks in a graph with cycles of negative length.

3 An Excursion in Language Theory

Since the labels along nonempty finite paths in a target starting from the outside
of the target set model correspond to words from D+, and the distance is defined
as the supremum over a set of such words (i.e. a nonempty language L ⊆ D+) it
turns out to be useful to consider languages in D+. The details of this relation
will be shown later; first we present the language theoretic matter.

3.1 Definitions

Definition 3.1. For two words u = u1u2 . . . un and v = v1v2 . . . vm we say that
u is a skeleton of v if there is a strictly monotone mapping f : {1 . . . n} →
{1 . . .m} with ui = vf(i).

Intuitively this means that the symbols of u occur also in v in the original
order but (in contrast to a substring) the may be separated by other symbols
of v. So abc is a skeleton of aabbcc although it is no substring of it. As an
abbreviation we use skel(u, v) if u is a skeleton of v. Clearly, the relation skel
is an order over Σ+ (but not over Σω, so (aab)ω is a skeleton of (ab)ω and
vice versa). Obviously, we have (xban, wbam) ∈ skel if (x,w) ∈ skel ∧ n ≤ m
for all x,w ∈ Σ∗ and a, b ∈ Σ. Note that (skel\I)

◦
(◦ denotes the converse of

a relation) is Noetherian, so every language L has a set of minimal elements
minskel(L) wrt. skel, and ∀u ∈ L∃v ∈ minskel(L) : skel(v, u) holds. A language
L is called skeleton free if for every pair of distinct words u and v from L holds
that u is no skeleton of v. Due to definition for every language L the language
minskel(L) is skeleton free.

Definition 3.2. For a word u ∈ Σ∗ with |u|a > 0 we define the two (possibly
empty) words u→a and ua→ via the unique decomposition u = u→aaua→ with
u→a ∈ Σ∗ and ua→ ∈ (Σ\{a})∗.

This means that u→a is the substring of u till the last occurrence (exclusively)
of a, and ua→ is the substring of u after (exclusively) the last occurrence of a. So
aabbcc→b = aab, aabbccb→ = cc, aabbcc→c = abbc and aabbccc→ = ε. We extend
this definition pointwise to languages by L→a = {u→a |u ∈ L ∧ |u|a > 0} and
analogously for La→.



Definition 3.3. For an alphabet Σ and a word u ∈ Σ+ we define the span of
u over Σ by spanΣ(u) = {v ∈ Σ∗ | skel(u, v)}. We extend this definition to a
language L ⊆ Σ+ via spanΣ(L) =

⋃

u∈L

spanΣ(u). A language LG ⊆ Σ+ is called

a generator of a language L ⊆ Σ∗ if LG ⊆ L and L ⊆ spanΣ(LG).

With the above definitions it is clear that for every language L the set
minskel(L) forms a skeleton free generator of L. Moreover,minskel(L) is a subset
of every generator of L.

3.2 Conjectures

We state the following conjectures, which have a surprising connection with
model refinability:

Conjecture 3.4. Every language L ⊆ Σ+ over a finite alphabet Σ has a finite
generator.

This theorem is equivalent to the following:

Conjecture 3.5. Every skeleton free language L ⊆ Σ+ over a finite alphabet Σ
is finite.

Of course both conjectures do not hold for infinite alphabets (choose simply
L = Σ to produce a counterexample). It turns out that these two conjectures
are actually the same:

Lemma 3.6. Conjecture 3.4 and Conjecture 3.5 are equivalent.

Proof. Conjecture 3.4 ⇒ Conjecture 3.5: Let L be a skeleton free language. Since
L is skeleton free we have minskel(L) = L. Let LG be a finite generator of L.
Because of minskel(L) ⊆ LG the language minskel(L) is finite, and hence L is
finite, too.
Conjecture 3.5⇒Conjecture 3.4: Let L be an arbitrary language. Thenminskel(L)
is a generator of L. Moreover, it is skeleton free and hence finite by assumption.

3.3 Proof

Unfortunately, there is no known proof for the conjectures from Subsection 3.2.
However, there is a partial result for special alphabets:

Theorem 3.7. The Conjectures 3.4 resp. 3.5 hold for binary alphabets Σ.

Proof. W.l.o.g. we assume Σ = {a, b} and use induction over the length of a
shortest word in the langauge L.

Induction base: W.l.o.g. let the shortest word of L be a. Then there can be
no other word in L which contains an a. So all other words in L have the form
bm. But there can only be one word of this form: if there were two words bm1



and bm2 in L with m1 6= m2 then one of these words would clearly be a skeleton
of the other one.

Induction step: W.l.o.g let u = vb be a word of shortest length in L. Then
for every n ∈ IN there can be only finitely many words of the form wban in
L. Assume there were infinitely many words in Ln := {wban ∈ L}, and Ln is
skeleton free. Then by induction hypothesis there is a finite generator Gn of
Ln
→b ∪ {v}. Let wban be an arbitrary word in Ln, and x ∈ Gn be a skeleton of

w. But then x or xban is a skeleton of wban, which is contained in L (the first
case occurs if x = v, the second case otherwise).

On the other hand there is an upper bound for n such that a word of the
form wban is an element of L. Therefore let Gb be a finite generator of L→b

(this generator exists due to our induction hypothesis and the fact v ∈ L→b).
For each w ∈ Gb chose a word wbanw ∈ L, call the union of these words LG, and
set nmax = max{n | an ∈ LG

b→}. Assume there is a word of the form wban ∈ L

with n > nmax. Then there is a word xban
′

∈ LG with skel(x,w) and n′ ≤ m.
Hence xban

′

is a skeleton of wban.

3.4 Remarks

The next step should be to show the conjecture for arbitrary finite alphabets.
In the above proof a crucial point is that skel is a linear order on {an |n ∈ IN}.
If one goes along the paths of the given proof trying to extend it to arbitrary
finite alphabets one could only conclude that there are finitely many words of
the form wbu for every u ∈ (Σ\{b})∗, where vb is a shortest word in L. The
second proof ingredient (the upper bound) seems not to be so easy to transfer.

4 Refinability

The material from the previous section is connected to model refinement of target
models with a cumulative associated s-dioid. In [3] it was shown that finite target
models with cumulative associated s-dioid are refinable. If Conjecture 3.4 resp.
Conjecture 3.5 hold we have a stronger fact:

Corollary 4.1. If Conjecture 3.4 resp. Conjecture 3.5 hold every target model
MT = (((V,E), g), T ) with cumulative associated s-dioid (D,

∑
, 0, ·, 1) is refin-

able.

Proof. First show that for every node v ∈ T \V there is a walk w from v to
some node t ∈ T with c(w) = d(v) (cf. the definitions from subsection 2).
Since we have d(v) =

∑

{w∈W (v,t) | t∈T}

c(w) we need only to show that there is

a finite subset W ′ ⊆ W := {W (v, t) | t ∈ T } with d(v) =
∑

w∈W ′

c(w′), because

due to the linear order of a dioid there will be a concrete element w′ ∈ W ′

for which c(w′) = d(v) holds (note that W (x, y) will be infinite in general,
and although d(v) is well-defined there need not to be a walk w with c(w) =



d(v)). Therefore we map every walk w = w1w2 . . . wn to the word lab(w) :=
g(w1, w2)g(w2, w3) . . . g(wn−1, wn) ∈ D+, its label (remember that we consider
only nodes v /∈ T ). Then if for two walks w and w′ the relation skel(w,w′) holds
we have c(w′) ⊑ c(w) because of the cumulativity of the associated dioid. Let
now lab(W ) := {lab(w) |w ∈ W} be the set of all labels of walks from v to some
node in T . By Conjecture 3.4 lab(W ) has a finite generator Glab(W ), and let
W ′ ⊆ W be a set of walks from v into T , which contains for every u ∈ Glab(W )

a walk w′ with lab(w′) = u. Then for every w ∈ W there is a walk w′ ∈ W ′ with
c(w) ⊑ c(w′). Hence we have

∑

w∈W

c(w) =
∑

w′∈W ′

c(w′) = d(v).

In order to construct a refinement we have to choose for each node an edge
we keep in the refined model. A possible choice is to keep an edge which lies on a
shortest optimal path leading into T . By choosing an edge on a shortest optimal
path we avoid to get stuck in a cycle, so every path is guaranteed to lead into
T , and it is optimal by construction.

Clearly, the idea of this proof can be combined with theorem 3.7 to obtain
the following proposition:

Proposition 4.2. Every target model MT = (((V,E), g), T ) with cumulative
associated s-dioid (D,

∑
, 0, ·, 1) and |Im(g)| ≤ 2 is refinable.

5 A Short Review of Bisimulations

Since the next result deals with bisimulations we give some important defini-
tions and properties. First we consider edge labelled graphs of the form Gg =
((V,E), g), where G = (V,E) is a graph and g : E → D is a labelling of the
edges of G with elements drawn from a set D. We write v1 →d v2 as abbreviation
for (v1, v2) ∈ E ∧ g((v1, v2)) = d. On labelled graphs we define first the term
autobisimulation, where we use the notation R◦ for the converse of a relation R:

Definition 5.1. An autobisimulation on an edge labelled graph G = ((V,E), g)
is a right- and left total relation B ⊆ V × V such that for all v1, v2, v

′
1 ∈ V and

d ∈ D the implication v1 →d v2 ∧ (v1, v
′
1) ∈ B ⇒ ∃v′2 : v′1 →d v′2 ∧ (v2, v

′
2) ∈ B

and symmetrically for all w1, w2, w
′
1 ∈ V and d ∈ D the implication w1 →d

w2 ∧ (w1, w
′
1) ∈ B◦ ⇒ ∃w′

2 : w′
1 →d w′

2 ∧ (w2, w
′
2) ∈ B◦ holds.

An autobisimulation, which is also an equivalence relation is called an auto-
bisimulation equivalence or bisimulation equivalence for short. Given a partition
V =

⋃̇

i∈I

Vi we say that an autobisimulation equivalence B respects the partition

if for every i ∈ I the set Vi can be written as the union of suited equivalence
classes of B. The identity relation is an autobisimulation, and autobisimulations
are closed under union, composition and taking the converse, there is for every
labelled a coarsest autobisimulation which is also an equivalence.

A relational characterisation of bisimulations can be found in [11] and [13].



The purpose of using autobisimulation equivalences is to reduce the number
of nodes of a given system without losing to much information about its dy-
namics. This is done via the following construction, in which v/B denotes the
equivalence class of an element v under an equivalence relation B:

Definition 5.2. Let G = ((V,E), g) be an edge labelled graph and B an auto-
bisimulation equivalence on G. The quotient GB of G by B is the edge labelled
graph GB = ((VB , EB), gB) with

– VB = {v/B | v ∈ V }
– EB = {(v1/B, v2/B) | (v1, v2) ∈ V }
– gB((v1/B, v2/B)) = g((v1, v2)) for all (v1, v2) ∈ E

Note that gB is well defined since B is a bisimulation equivalence. This defi-
nition we later be illustrated in Example 1.

This construction is also used in the classic papers [8] and [9] for the con-
struction of a minimal finite automaton. [1] uses the quotient to check properties
of a given system, and [6] uses a similar construction in the contex of internet
pathfinding. The best known algorithm for computing the coarsest bisimulation
is given in [10] and has a runtime of O(|E| · log(|V |)).

Usually there is also an expansion operation under consideration, which is
a pseudoinverse of the quotient operation (for details see [3] or [4]). Something
similar will be done in the following section.

6 Linear Fixpoint Equations

6.1 Basic Definitions

In [5] optimal costs are characterised as minimal solutions of equations of the
form x = Ax + b resp. x = xA + b where A denotes a matrix and b a vector.
We will concentrate on such equations of the form x = Ax + b; the other type
can be handled symmetrically. Those kind of fixpoint equations occur often in
mathematics, so the Gauss-Seidel method and the Jacobi method for solving
linear equation systems are based on such fixpoint equations (see e.g. [2]). In
contrast to traditional linear algebra we will deal also with infinite index sets,
so we extend the definition of a matrix and a vector als follows:

Definition 6.1. Let M be an arbitrary set and (D,
∑

, 0, ·, 1) an s-dioid. An
M -matrix over D is a mapping A : M ×M → D, and an M -vector over D is a
mapping v : M → D.

If it is clear from the context we will often use only the terms matrix and
vector. In contrast to conventional linear algebra we do not discern between
column and row vectors. For a matrix A we write Aij as abbreviation for A((i, j))
and analogously for a vector we use vi shortly for v(i). We write DM×M for the
set of all M -matrices over (D,

∑
, 0, ·, 1), and DM for the set of all M -vectors

over (D,
∑

, 0, ·, 1).



For an M -matrix A and an M -vector v over the same s-dioid (D,
∑

, 0, ·, 1)
we define the product Av as the M -vector over (D,

∑
, 0, ·, 1) defined by (Av)i =∑

j∈M

Aij · vj . Symmetrically we define the product vA by (vA)i =
∑

j∈M

vj · Aji.

The sum v + w of two vectors v, w ∈ DM is given by (v + w)m = vm + wm for
all m ∈ M .

In order to connect labelled graphs with matrices we use the usual approach:
if one is interested in shortest walks in a graph with edge labels from IR∪{∞}
every non-existing edge is modelled by a edge with cost ∞. So for a target model
MT = (((V,E), g), T ) or a labelled graph G = ((V,E), g) we define its adjacency
matrix A by Av1v2 = g((v1, v2)) if (v1, v2) ∈ E and Av1v2 = 0 otherwise. In this
setting the target distances of each node correspond to the minimal solution of
the linear fixpoint equation x = Ax + b, where bi = 0 for all i /∈ T and bi = 1
for all i ∈ T (of course the concrete value of 0 is given by the associated dioid
of MT ). So we define on DM for an ordered set (D,⊑) the ordering ⊑M by
x ⊑M y ⇔ ∀m ∈ M : xm ⊑ ym. In this case suprema are built componentwise,
i.e. (

∑

vM∈EM

vM )m =
∑

vM∈EM

vMm for arbitrary EM ⊆ DM and all m ∈ M .

6.2 Application of Bisimulations

To make use of bisimulations for solving linear fixpoint equations we need some
more definitions concerning the interplay between adjacency matrices, vectors,
autobisimulation equivalences and quotients.

Definition 6.2. Let G = ((V,E), g) a labelled graph with adjacency matrix A
and B an autobisimulation equivalence for G. The quotient matrix AB of A by
B is defined as the adjacency matrix of the quotient G/B. The partition induced
by b for a vector b ∈ Im(g)V is the partition of V into to equivalence classes
of the equivalence relation R := {(v1, v2) | bv1 = bv2}. For an autobisimulation
equivalence on G respecting the partition induced by b we define the vector bB ∈
Im(g)VB by b(v/B) = bv for all v ∈ V . Given a vector yB ∈ Im(g)VB with indices
in VB the expansion yB\B ∈ Im(g)V of yB by B is defined by (yB\B)v =
(yB)(v/B).

We will illustrate this in the depiction from Example 1, which is inspired by
the forth chapter of [5].

On the left side a labelled graph with nodeset V = {a, b, c, d, a′, b′, c′, d′} is
given. We assume that the edge labels are drawn from the s-dioid
(IR+

0 ∪∞,min,∞,+, 0). The order ⊑ of this dioid corresponds to the relation ≥
on IR∪∞ with least element ∞. The adjacency matrix A of the left side graph
is given by Aaa = 0, Aba = 2, Aab = ∞ (note that here the zero corresponds
to ∞!) etc. Its coarsest quotient with adjacency matrix AB is depicted on the
right side. For better readability the set parentheses in the nodes’ caption of the
quotient are omitted.

Let us consider the vector v, given by va = va′ = 0 and vb = vc = vd = vb′ =
vc′ = vd′ = ∞. A solution of the equation x = Ax + v is given by the vector y
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Fig. 1. A labelled graph and its coarsest quotient

with ya = 0, yb = yc = yd = 1, ya′ = 0, yb′ = 2, yc′ = 6 and yd′ = 5. For example
we have

– ya = 0 = min{0 + 0,∞+ 1, 0} = 0

– yb = 1 = min{2 + 0, 0 + 1,∞+ 1,∞} = 1 and

– yc′ = 6 = min{∞+ 0,∞+ 1, 4 + 2, 0 + 6, 2 + 5, 6} = 6.

Also the vector y′ with y′a = y′a′ = 0, y′b = y′b′ = 2, y′c = y′c′ = 6 and y′d =
y′d′ = 5 is a solution of x = Ax + v. On contrast to y it is the least solution of
x = Ax + v (remember that the order corresponds to ≥), since it describes the
target distances to a reps. a′, according to the choice of v.

Analogously, the vector wB with (wB)aa′ = 0 and (wB)bb′ = (wB)cc′ =
(wB)dd′ = 1 is a solution of xB = ABxB + vB . However, the least solution of
this equation is the vector w′

B with (w′
B)aa′ = 0, (w′

B)bb′ = 2, (w′
B)cc′ = 6 and

(w′
B)dd′ = 5.

Due to the definition of the adjacency matrix, which contains the value 0 to
indicate the absence of an edge we have to deal with some technical inconve-
niences. This will be done in the next lemma.

Lemma 6.3. Let G = ((V,E), g) a labelled graph with adjacency matrix A,
y ∈ Im(g)V and B a bisimulation respecting the partition induced by y. Then
for arbitrary v, w ∈ V the equality

∑

w∈wB

Avw = (AB)vBwB
holds.



Proof. First we consider the case (vBwB) /∈ EB. According to the construction
of GB there can be no edge (v, w) ∈ E with w ∈ wB. Then the definition of the
adjacency matrix yields Avw = 0 for all w ∈ wB , hence we have

∑

w∈wB

Avw =

0 = (AB)vBwB
. In Example 1 this case occurs e.g. for v = a and w = c′.

Assume now (vBwB) ∈ EB (e.g. vB = bb′ and wB = aa′ in Example 1).
Then there is at least one edge (v, w) ∈ E with w ∈ wB (set v = b and w = a or
v = b′ and w = a′ in our example). On the other hand, for all w ∈ wB we have
(v, w) /∈ E ∨ g((v, w)) = gB((vB , wB)) (we have (b, a′) /∈ E ∧ (b′, a) /∈ E in 1).
So the set {g((v, w)) |w ∈ wB} equals the set {0, gB((vB , wB))}, and we have∑

w∈wB

Avw = 0 + gB((vB , wB)) = gB((vB , wB)) = (AB)vB ,wB
.

For given A, b and B it is easy to construct AB and bB. Conversely, it is
also easy to construct bB\B if bB and B are given. If the involved elements are
finite this is possible in linear time; in the infinite case one has to work with
symbolic methods. So if one has to solve a linear fixpoint equation it could be
advantageous to try to solve it on a quotient and to construct a solution of the
original equation from a solution on the quotient. This approach is correct, as is
stated in the next theorem.

Theorem 6.4. Let G = ((V,E), g) a labelled graph with adjacency matrix A
and consider the linear fixpoint equation x = Ax+ b. If B is an autobisimulation
equivalence on G respecting the partition induced by b and yB is a solution of the
linear fixpoint equation xB = ABxB + bB then yB\B is a solution of x = Ax+ b.

Proof. Unfolding the matrix multiplication yields that we have to show the
equality (yB\B)v =

∑

w∈V

(Avw · (yB\B)w) + bv for all v ∈ V under the as-

sumption (yB)vB =
∑

wB∈VB

((AB)vBwB
· (yB)wB

) + (bB)vB for all vB ∈ VB. For

an arbitrary v ∈ V we have due to the definition of the expansion operator
the equality (yB\B)v = (yB)vB , so we are done if we succeed to show that∑

w∈V

(Avw · (yB\B)w) + bv =
∑

wB∈VB

((AB)vBwB
· (yB)wB

) + (bB)vB holds for all

v ∈ V . Because B is by assumption a bisimulation equivalence respecting the
partition induced by b we have bv = (bB)vB , so we are reduced to the equality∑

w∈V

(Avw · (yB\B)w) =
∑

wB∈VB

((AB)vBwB
· (yB)wB

). According to the definition

of the expansion operation the left side is identical to
∑

w∈V

(Avw · (yB)wB
). Then

we can split the sum using the equivalence classes of B (which are the elements
of VB) and obtain the expression

∑

wB∈VB

∑

w∈wB

(Avw · (yB)wB
). Using Lemma 6.3

and distributivity yields the desired term
∑

wB∈VB

((AB)vBwB
· (yB)wB

).

This theorem show only how fixpoints of linear equations can be constructed
from fixpoints of the quotient. The question arises whether least fixpoints with
respect to ⊑M are also compatible with bisimulations in a sense similar as in
Theorem 6.4. There is a positive answer, as stated in the next theorem:



Theorem 6.5. Let G = ((V,E), g) be a labelled graph with adjacency matrix A
and B an autobisimulation equivalence on G respecting the partition induced by
the vector b ∈ DV . Let y be the least fixpoint of the function f(x) = Ax + b
with respect to ⊑V , and let yB be the least fixpoint of the function fB(xB) =
ABxB + bB with respect to ⊑VB

. Then the equality y = yB\B holds.

Proof. Since the edge labels are drawn from a complete ordered set (an s-dioid)
and both the functions f and fB preserve suprema (this follows from the fact
that in every s-dioid multiplication distributes over arbitrary suprema) the least
fixpoint of these functions can be determined via the famous fixpoint theorem of
Kleene. (This theorem appears first in[7] as “recursion theorem” in the context
of partial recursive functions. A version using lattices was given in[12]. The
intellectual priority remains open.)

So the least fixpoint νf of f equals
∑

i≥0

f i(0V ), where f i(0V ) denotes the

i-fold application of f to the vector 0V , defined by 0Vv = 0 for all v ∈ V . With
analogous notation we have the equation νfB =

∑

i≥0

f i
B(0

VB ) for the least fixpoint

νfB of fB. The sums above are the suprema with respect to the orders ⊑V and
⊑VB

resp.

The idea is to show that for all i ∈ IN the equality f i(0VB )\B = f i(0V ) holds.
Then the claim follows because the suprema with respect to ⊑V and ⊑VB

are
are the pointwise suprema of ⊑.

The claimed equality can be shown by simple induction:

Induction base: The equation holds for i = 0 since 0VB\B = 0V is obviously
true.

Induction step: Assume f i(0VB )\B = f i(0V ) and fix an arbitrary v ∈ V . Due
to the definition of \B we have to show that A(f i(0V ))v+bv = AB(f

i(0VB ))vB +
(bB)vB holds. B was supposed to be compatible with the partition induced by b;
so bv = (bB)vB holds trivially; it remains to show A(f i(0V ))v = AB(f

i(0VB ))vB .
Therefore we calculate:

A(f i(0V ))v =
{ Definition of multiplication of matrix and vector }∑

w∈V

Avw · (f i(0V ))w =

{ rearranging the sum along the equivalence classes of B }∑

wB∈VB

∑

w∈wB

Avw · (f i(0V ))w =

{ induction hypothesis }∑

wB∈VB

∑

w∈wB

Avw · (f i(0VB ))wB
=

{ Lemma 6.3, distributivity }∑

wB∈VB

(AB)vBwB
· (f i(0VB ))wB

=

{ Definition of multiplication of matrix and vector }
AB(f

i(0VB ))vB



Intuitively this proof relies on the fact that the computation of f i and f i
B can

be imagined as parallel labeling of the nodes in V and VB during the execution
of the Kleene fixpoint iteration. Thereby the values of a node v ∈ V and of its
equivalence class vB ∈ VB always coincide in each step.

6.3 Connection with Model Refinment

Whereas Theorem 6.4 has more an aesthetical value and no direct application in
model refinement Theorem 6.5 has a deeper connection to optimality problems.
As already mentioned above the optimal values of nodes can be identified with
the least fixpoint of a linear fixpoint equation. So Theorem 6.5 shows that the
approach via a bisimulation quotient yields the correct result for this problem
class. However, it does not give an answer how to refine the model. In general, this
is impossible, so in the presence of cycles of negative length. If one is interested in
determining the optimal cost values via the least fixpoint method the application
of bisimulations can lead to a speed up since in general the quotient is smaller
than the original graph. Of course, it depends on how much the graph is reduced,
see also the considerations in [3] and [4]. In contrast to the previous work in [3] the
proof is done via algebraic calculation and not by point/nodewise considerations.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

We presented to indpented observations which arised during the study of model
refinement and bisimulations. The future work in the direction of the first obser-
vation is clear: it will be about the proof of Conjecture 3.4 and Conjecture 3.5.
This would show the refinability of every target model with a finite associated
cumulative s-dioid.

The second observation (especially Theorem 6.4) shows only how linear fix-
points can be determined from fixpoints of the quotient. It is open whether the
other way round, i.e. constructing a fixpoint on the quotient equation from an
arbitrary fixpoint on the original equation, is also possible.

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to Bernhard Möller for valuable re-
marks and discussions, and to Evgeny Kissin for his piano recital in Munich
during which I figured out parts of the proof of Theorem 3.7.
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